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---------------------------------------------------------------------***------------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract- A Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a set of nodes
where node having transciever capability. This type of
networks are self-organizing ,self-configurable, multi-hop
mobile wireless network. The data transfer/delivery in dynamic
mobile ad hoc networks is one of the fundamental challenging
issue now days.
The problem of delivering/transferring data packets
for dynamic mobile ad hoc networks in an efficient and timely
manner is challenging issues in Mobile Ad hoc Network
(MANET). Presently most of the ad hoc routing mechanisms are
affected due to moving nature of node, mostly for networks
which are large. For this issue Position/Location-based Routing
mechanisms which take advantage geographic routing and the
broadcast nature of wireless environment. Geographic routing
makes use of location information of nodes to forward data
packets, in a hop-by-hop routing way. Greedy forwarding is
used to select next hop forwarder with the highest positive
progress toward the destination. Existing traditional routing
protocols are prone due to node movement. Where this Position
based routing mechanisms is based on Geographic Routing is
used to transfers the data packet based on the location of the
destination.

continuously and dramatically. One of the important features
of MANET is that, each node in a network must be able to act
as a router to find out the optimal and ideal path to forward a
packet. In MANET wireless mobile nodes establishes the
temporary network without using any network infrastructure
or centralized administration. MANETs provide an efficient
and emerging technology for military and civilian
applications. Since the medium of the communication is
wireless, only some reserved limited bandwidth is available
for communication. MANETs have gained a great deal of
attention because of its significant advantages brought about
by infrastructure less, multi-hop transmission.

Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a self-organizing,
self-configurable, infrastructure less multi-hop mobile
wireless network. Each node in a MANET is capable of
moving independently, thus the network topology can change

In MANET maintaining a route is difficult due to the
vastly changing network topology. Traditional topologybased MANET routing protocols routing protocols are
susceptible to node mobility particularly for large-scale
networks. One of the main reasons is due to the preestimation of an end-to-end route before data transmission.
Owing to the constant and even fast changing network
topology, it is very difficult to sustain a deterministic route.
The detection and recovery procedures are also energy and
time consuming. Once the path breaks, data packets will be
delayed or get lost for a long time Causing failure in
transmission.
Geographic routing (GR) also called georouting is
a routing principle that relies on geographic position
information. Geographic routing (GR) [1] uses location
information to forward data packets, in a hop-by-hop routing
fashion. No end-to-end routes need to be maintained, leading
to GR’s high scalability and efficiency. However, GR is very
sensitive to the faulty and inaccurate location information.
Greedy forwarding is used to select next hop forwarder with
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the largest positive progress toward the destination while
void handling mechanism is triggered to route around
communication voids. Many of geographic routing protocols
(GRP), only one-hop geographic information of neighbouring
nodes is exploited. Thus, geographic routing need not to
require the establishment or maintenance of complete routes
from sources to destinations [1]. The localized operation and
the stateless feature of geographic routing make it simple and
scalable and also use of geocasting service for delivery of
packets to all nodes in a specified geographic region.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Geographic routing (GR)[1]
Geographic routing (also called georouting or position-based
routing) is a routing principle that relies on geographic
position information. Geographic routing for communication
in ad-hoc wireless networks has recently received increased
attention. In geographic routing (GR) requires that each node
have knowledge of their location information either via
Global Positioning System (GPS) or network localization
algorithms, and broadcasts its location information to other
nodes periodically. The Geographic routing requires that each
node can determine its own location and that the source is
aware of the location of the destination. With this a message
can be routed to the destination without knowledge of the
network topology or a prior route discovery.
Geographic routing (GR) forward data packets in a
hop-by-hop routing fashion, to forward data packets it uses
location information. Greedy forwarding is used to select next
hop forwarder with the largest positive progress toward the
destination while void handling mechanism is triggered to
route around communication voids [1]. No end-to-end routes
need to be maintained, leading to GR’s high scalability and
efficiency. However, GR is very sensitive to the faulty and
inaccurate location information. In greedy forwarding
mechanism, the neighbor which is almost far away from the
sender is chosen as the next hop. If node moves out of the
sender’s coverage area causing failure in the data
transmission.
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the positions of routers and a packet’s destination to make
packet forwarding decisions [3]. The GPSR adapts a greedy
forwarding strategy and perimeter forwarding strategy to
route messages.
In greedy forwarding the source node knows the
geographic locations of the destination node. This
information about the position of a node will be integrated
into the route request packet. During communication each
node maintains a local table where the positions of the entire
neighboring nodes in its valid range are listed. The node
which have to deal with the route request packet checks its
local table for a node which is now nearest to the destination
and forwards the data packet to the corresponding node. This
method continues as long as possible, and in some cases until
the packet reaches the destination. When the packet arrives
at a node where it cannot find a neighbor node which is
nearer to the destination with the greedy forwarding then a
recovery strategy called the perimeter Forwarding is used.
Packet mode will be changed into perimeter mode
when a node reaches a point where with the Greedy
Forwarding algorithm it is unable to find a neighbor node
nearer to the destination. Consider Fig. 1, here x is nearer to D
than w and y. Although there exist two paths,
(x -> w -> v -> D) and (x-> y->Z ->D), X will not choose to
forward to w or y. Considering the location of destination D, x
lies on local maximum. The packet mode will be set to
perimeter mode and the second algorithm will be active. In
perimeter mode forwarding the right-hand rule is applied to
traverse the edges of a void. The right hand rule is used to
find out a possible path around a void to the destination node.
Right hand rule states that when arriving at node x from node
y, the next edge to be traversed is the next one sequentially
counter clockwise about x from edge (x, y). The right-hand
rule traverses the interior of a closed polygonal region in
clockwise order. In Fig. 2 edges are traversed in the order (y > x -> z -> y). This cycle-traversing property is exploited to
route around voids.

2.2 Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR)[2]
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR), a novel
routing protocol for wireless datagram networks that uses
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packet’s header. While for the position of the destination, we
assume that a lookup service and location registration.

Fig 1: Node x’s void with respect to destination D.

Fig 3: (a) The operation of POR in normal situation.
(b) The operation of POR when the next hop fails to
receive the packet.

Fig 2: The right-hand rule (interior of the triangle)

However, this method fails for topologies that do not have a
uniform distribution of nodes or contain voids.

2.3 Position-based Opportunistic Routing (POR) [4]
Traditional MANET routing protocols are quite
susceptible to link failure as well as vulnerable to malicious
node attack. In this Position based Opportunistic Routing
(POR) which takes full advantage of the broadcast nature of
wireless channel.
The design of POR is based on geographic routing
and opportunistic forwarding. Geographic routing allows
routers to be nearly stateless, and requires propagation of
topology information for only a single hop: each node need
only know its neighbors’ positions. The self-describing nature
of position is the key factor to geography’s usefulness in
routing. The nodes are assumed to be aware of their own
location and the positions of their direct neighbors during
communication. Neighborhood location information can be
exchanged using one-hop beacon or piggyback in the data
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The basic routing behavior of POR can be simply illustrated in
Fig. 3. In normal situation without link failure, the packet is
forwarded by the next hop node (e.g., nodes A, E) and the
forwarding candidates (e.g., nodes B, C; nodes F, G) will be
suppressed (i.e., the same packet in the Packet List will be
dropped) by the next hop node’s transmission. In case node A
fails to deliver the packet (e.g., node A has moved out and
cannot receive the packet), node B, the forwarding candidate
with the highest priority, will take the packet and suppress
the lower priority candidate’s forwarding (e.g., node C) as
well as node S. By using the feedback from MAC layer, node S
will remove node A from the neighbor list and select a new
next new hop node for the subsequent packets.

2.4 Opportunistic Overlays: Efficient Content
Delivery in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks.[7]
This paper presents a novel middleware approach
termed opportunistic overlays, and their dynamic
frameworks to address such inefficiencies introduced by
node mobility in publish/subscribe system model. This
approach dynamically adapts event dissemination structures
(i.e., broker overlays) to changes it to in physical network
topology, in nodes' physical locations, and also in network
node behaviors, with the goal of optimize end-to-end delays
in event delivery. Opportunistic overlays and the adaptive
methods they use are realized by a set of distributed
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protocols implemented in a Java-based publish/subscribe
infrastructure.

Fig 4: System Model
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the packet. Nodes on the forwarding list store the packet and
set forwarding timers based on their proximity to the
destination. A node closer to the destination uses a smaller
timer and forwards the packet earlier. Upon hearing this
transmission, other nodes will remove the corresponding
packet from their queues to avoid duplicate transmissions.
Like all other existing opportunistic routing protocols, SOAR
broadcasts data packets in fixed data rate.

Fig 5: Forwarding Default Path Selection.

In this paper system model adopts an overlay network
approach. As illustrated in Figure 1, a system contains
producers, consumers, and a broker network. It is an overlay
across the physical network, composed of broker processes
connected via links. Each overlay link is a path between a
broker node pair in the physical network. Each
producer/consumer (mobile client) connects to one of the
brokers (usually the nearest one) via one or more wireless
links. This broker is called the client's home broker. A
consumer also provides a content-based subscription
function called as modulator, which operates on event
contents to dynamically tailor them to the consumer's
current needs. A consumer's modulator executes in an
intermediate broker's address space on behalf of consumer.
An event generated by a producer is first sent to the
producer's home broker, after that it routed from the
producer's home broker to the consumer's home broker,
processed using the consumer's modulator, and then it is
delivered to the consumer via some wireless network links.

2.5 SOAR: Simple Opportunistic Adaptive Routing
Protocol for Wireless Mesh Networks. [8]

SOAR constrains the nodes involved in routing a packet to be
near the default path; nodes in the shaded region participate
in forwarding packets from A to B, as shown in Figure 5. This
prevents routes from diverging and minimizes duplicate
transmissions

2.6 Energy based reliable multicast routing
protocol for packet forwarding in MANET [10]
In this paper they are providing the concept of
Residual Energy based Reliable Multicast Routing Protocol
(RERMR) is proposed to attain more network lifetime and
increased packet delivery and forwarding rate. A multicast
backbone is constructed to achieve more stability based on
node familiarity and trustable loop. They have also
demonstrated that residual energy of paths aids to provide
maximum network lifetime.
In the proposed protocol, source nodes find all the remaining
nodes through multicast routes. The paths are found with
more energy and stability. Packets are forwarded through the
proposed path reliability criterion. Energy consumption is
minimized through the energy model.

The SOAR is one of the proactive link state routing
protocol. In this, a sender selects the default path and a list of
(next-hop) forwarding nodes which are eligible for
forwarding the data. It then broadcasts a data packet also
including this information. Upon hearing the transmission,
the nodes that are not on the forwarding list simply discard

Optimized multicast route acts as a backbone in
MANET. To create this backbone, it is required to have a
complete topological knowledge. The MANET boundary area
is determined by using the jarvi’s convex hull algorithm
(Biradar & Manvi, 2012) from computational complexity.
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Fig 6: Convex Hull Formation
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Chart -1: Packet delivery ratio in critical situations

The angle at A(u0, v0) selects a neighbor node B(u1, v1) as it
makes minimum angle P rather than neighbor node C(u2, v2)
which makes an angle Q with the condition that P<Q once if
traced in clockwise direction.

In above routing mechanisms POR performs well and even
better than geographic routing protocols (e.g. GPSR) and on
demand routing protocols (e.g.AODV).

3. ANALYTICAL STUDY

4. CONCLUSION

Table -1: comparison of some data delivery mechanisms.

The data delivery in dynamic mobile ad hoc
networks is challenging issue now days. In this paper we
study the various routing mechanisms, as well as the existing
routing protocol mechanism to solve the major problem of
data delivery in dynamic mobile ad hoc networks.
Continuously altering the network topology makes traditional
ad hoc routing protocols incapable of providing satisfactory
performance.
In this survey, we know that position based routing
mechanisms in MANET gives better performance than other
geographic routing protocols.

Optimal
Path

Complexity

Scalability

Reliabilit
y

GPSR

No

Medium

Yes

No

POR

Yes

Low

Yes

Yes

Comparing the performance of the three protocols in graph
with different malicious nodes proportion. We can see that
the multicast nature makes POR quite robust. As the
proportion of malicious nodes increases, the delivery ratio of
GPSR and AODV decreases significantly, more or less linearly,
while POR maintains delivery ratio..
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